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Last week’s Quick Quiz results 
1. “Four hostile newspapers are more to be feared than a thousand bayonets,” said Napoleon 

Bonaparte, military genius and Emperor of France. 
2. On September 29, 1690, British Colonial authorities in Boston shut down the first multi-page 

newspaper in the Americas, which was called “Publick Occurrences Both Forreign and Domestick.” 

Student Questions and Comments: 
 
 
 

The Quick Quiz 
 

 
1.   

 
2.  
 
3. Write a question we can answer to clarify today’s lesson…or a 
comment that will help us improve our work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write your name and Recitation Instructor name on your Quiz 
 
Hand your QUICK QUIZ to your recitation instructor as you leave, and 
practice saying her or his name. (i.e. “Hi, Professor Schmedlapp”) 

 

Lecturer Alerts 
This lecture is intended to be continued in a 

subsequent class section. The atmosphere 

envisioned is a seminar, with students (having read 

the examples ahead of time) working their way 

through Workbook examples with their teacher. The 

point is to begin developing their ability to 

deconstruct in real time. 

How to assess the reliability of the news 

‘Deconstructing’ the news 
Is Too Much Texting A Mental Illness?  
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Texting.wmv 
 

Deconstruction: “Application of News Literacy concepts to 
the analysis of component parts of a news report in order 

to dispassionately judge its reliability.” 
 

Deconstructing to judge reliability 

 

Deconstruction  
Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Deconstruction  
Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 

Deconstruction  
Step 6:  Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) 

Deconstruction  
Step 7:  Is the story fair or balanced? Which should it be? What about fair play and fair language? 

Deconstructing to judge reliability 

 

Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 

Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 

Step 6:  Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) 

Step 7:  Is the story fair or balanced? Which should it be? What about fair play and fair language? 
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And The Whole Point Is…. 

What can a news consumer 

 Do with this information 

 Is it actionable?  Housekeeping, Announcements & Notes 

Last week’s Quick Quiz 
 

#1. CBS is an OUTLET, not a SOURCE.  

 #2. The “M” in IMVA/IN stands for MULTIPLE. AS IN MULTIPLE 

SOURCES ARE BETTER THAN A SINGLE SOURCE. THINK 

CORROBORATION, NOT MAJORITY RULE. 

 

    Your questions and comments …  

Reminder: Bring Deconstruction Workbook to Recitation, too 
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After this lecture, students will be able to: 
 

1. Begin to apply key lessons of News Literacy in real time to find 

or identify reliable information. 

 

2. Use the IMVAIN test of source reliability on the fly. 

 

3. Distinguish, on the fly, between direct and indirect evidence 

and even spot-check if conclusions are logical or not. 

4. Begin to correctly use the terms “Transparency” and “Context” 

to judge the professionalism of news reporting. 

5. Use the Deconstruction Workbook as a means to rehearse 

detailed and sophisticated judgment of news reports. 

 

These are the capstone skills of this course, encompassing all 6 

outcomes promised by the syllabus. 

Countdown 
To Test #2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Context & Transparency 

Two Ideas Students Struggle With Key Definitions 

Context:  Facts that surround an event or 

elements of a news story and provide 

meaning or significance  
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Deconstructing the News 
The power of Context 

 

 
     

Context 

As their state financing dwindled, four-year public universities increased their 

published tuition and fees almost 8 percent this year, to an average of 

$7,605… When room and board are included, the average in-state student at a 

public university now pays $16,140 a year.  

“Trends in College Pricing” and “Trends in 

Student Aid” reports is that fast-rising tuition costs 

have been accompanied by a huge increase in 

financial aid, which helped keep down the actual 

amount students and families pay.  

When you look at how much students 
are actually paying, on average, it is 
lower, after adjusting for inflation, than 
five years earlier.”  

Key Definitions 

Transparency:  The reporter specifies in the story 

what he or she does not know, and why it could 

not be learned; how they know what they do 

know; when the reporter pulls the curtain aside. 

 

 

 

 

 

A Source 
Who Saw A Source Who 

Saw Her Boss 

A Source Who 
Saw Her Boss 
And Fears 
Retribution 

A Source Who 
Saw Her Boss 
And Fears 
Retribution 

TRANSPARENCY 
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TRANSPARENCY 

“…lax oversight of the district’s credit card, 
(was) among a series of financial 
irregularities outlined in a critical audit of 
the Wilton-Lyndeborough School District.” 

Deconstructing the News 

·  “Could not be reached” 

 

· “Requested anonymity because she 

feared losing her job” 

 

·  “A reporter attempted to contact the 

family at home, but no one came 

to the door.”  

 

·  “The information could not be 

independently verified.”  

Transparency is Openness about Methods 

Deconstruction 

1)  Summarize the main points of the story   

 

Deconstruction  
Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 

Deconstructing the News 

Is the Headline Supported By the Story? 

 

How Reliable is the Headline? 

Deconstruction  
Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 
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Is the Headline Supported By the Story? 

 

Deconstruction  
Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 

Assess the evidence supporting the 

main points of the story.   

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Evidence: Did the reporter open the freezer? 
 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

How close did the reporter 

come to opening the 

freezer? If not, did a 

reliable source open it? 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 
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Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

What’s the Evidence That Sen. 

Gillibrand Will Run for President? 

Direct Evidence? 
Indirect Evidence? 

Inference? 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Test Inferences for Soundness 

Evidence: Information that proves or disproves 

something 

Inference: Taking information that is accepted as 

true and then drawing a conclusion  

that may or may not be valid 

Checking Inferences 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 
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Is The Inference Sturdy? 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

5) Named Sources Are Better Than Unnamed Sources 

4) Authoritative/Informed Sources  Are Better Than Uninformed Sources 

1) Independent Sources Are Better Than Self-Interested Sources 

3) Sources Who Verify Are Better Than Sources Who Assert 

2) Multiple Sources Are Better Than Single Sources 

I’M VAIN  

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Independence vs. Self-Interest 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 
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Multiple 

aka Corroboration 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Verifying 

or 

Asserting? 

How Reliable Are Mr. Williams’ Friends? 

(Bookard and Jackson) 

What Do You Base That On?  

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN  Trustworthy Anonymous Sources 

Are Offered to You With: 

 

 Transparency 

 Characterization 

 Corroboration 
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Anonymous Sources 

Transparent enough? 
      

Benghazi attack may cloud 
Clinton’s legacy 

Characterized enough? 

   

Town hall awaits Obama 

and Romney 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Key Definitions 

Transparency:  The reporter specifies in the story 

what he or she does not know, and why it could 

not be learned; how they know what they do 

know; when the reporter pulls the curtain aside. National Public Radio Reports from Basra 

 

What is the example of transparency? 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 
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Npr_basra.wmv 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Corrections are Institutional Transparency 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Deconstruction  
Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 
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Deconstruction  
Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 

Nassau and 

Suffolk  are two 

of New York’s 62 

counties, but 

account for 10% 

of car thefts. 

Deconstruction  
Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 

Who 

When 

What 

hoW 

Why 

Where 

? 

Deconstruction  
Step 6:  Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) 

Deconstruction  
Step 6:  Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) 
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Deconstruction  
Step 7:  Is the story fair or balanced? Which should it be? What about fair play and fair language? 

And The Whole Point Is…. 

What can a news consumer 

 Do with this information 

 
Is it actionable?  

Deconstructing the News 

Assess reliability by Evaluating Sources & Evidence 
 

Case Study: The pregnant man story 

Do These Sources Help? 

 

Case Study: The pregnant man story 
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Deconstructing the News 

Does This Sonogram Help? 

 

Case Study: The pregnant man story 

Deconstructing the News 

Do Baby Photos Help? 

 

Case Study: The pregnant man story 

How reliable? 

Deconstructing methodically 
The workbook method 

Texting.wmv 
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Weigh sources and evidence 

Deconstructing the News 
Deconstructing to judge reliability 

 

Deconstruction  
Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 

Deconstruction  
Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Deconstruction  
Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Deconstruction  
Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Deconstruction  
Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 

Deconstruction  
Step 6:  Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) 

Deconstruction  
Step 7:  Is the story fair or balanced? Which should it be? What about fair play and fair language? 

Deconstructing to judge reliability 

 

Step 1:  Summarize the main points, comparing headline to lead 

Step 2. Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect? 

Step 3:  Evaluate the sources, using IMVA/IN 

Step 4:   Does the reporter make his/her work transparent? 

Step 5: Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context? 

Step 6:  Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How) 

Step 7:  Is the story fair or balanced? Which should it be? What about fair play and fair language? 

And the Whole Point Is… 
Is it actionable? 

Can you reach a conclusion?  

Can you take an action?  

Can you make a judgment?  

Should you re-post this information?  
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Assignments: 

 
 

 

1. Bring Deconstruction Workbook to 

Recitation 

 

2. Writing assignment:  “Deconstructing the 

Washington Post’s report on Walter Reed 

Hospital” 


